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Introduction

• Contents are my own, not NADA positions

• Looking back 10 years (to the start), and ahead 10

• Relevant to the USA only

• “The big trends are a rotating cast” (this is a snapshot)

• My perspective: only impact on automotive retail (not 

social, political, economic, environmental).
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WE UNDER-
PREDICT RARE 
EVENTS (E.G, 
COVID)

WE OVER-PREDICT THE PACE 
OF COMMON EVENTS (E.G., 
DIGITIZATION)

WE SCARCELY OUT-
PERFORM THE
AMATEURS

My biases, #1: If I’m an “expert,” I’m likely wrong



My biases, #2: Equilibrium beats extrapolation
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My biases #3: We’ve always been living with change
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Comments on: Status Quo
  - Brand standards (facilities)

  - ROI (“new normal”)



Brand standards: facilities.  Research findings (2013)
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Brand standards: facilities.  Research findings (2013)
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Brand standards: facilities.  Research findings (2013)
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ROI: Tomorrow: what is the “new normal?”
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Mean Regression 

is THE issue at 

present (not EV, 

nor anything 

else): where will 

profits stabilize?

My forecast 

hope: 150% of 

2019



  Comments on: Electric Vehicles
  - American view

  - Impact on aftersales



EV: Electric Vehicles
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• Yesterday: two small niches 

– Incumbent OEMs: low-cost short-range urban cars (e.g., Leaf)

– New entrant Tesla: no! - high-cost long-range premium vehicles 

• Today: a struggle between supply push and demand pull

• Tomorrow: trajectory is up, but the path will be rocky

– Government push is long-term pro-EV, short-term dependent on politics

– Customer base evolving from premium/male/”techies” buyers to mass-

market/family/”drivers and passengers” shoppers

– OEMs face a gap between profitable ICE and unprofitable (for now) EV



EV: Short term.  Growing share?  Yes.  No. 

FROM 2018 TO 2023 BEV (sic) SHARE ROSE 8 BASIS POINTS/MONTH.  SINCE JANUARY 2023: -4
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EV: Long term. ROW leads, US must (slowly) follow
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Source: GlobalData via WSJ 12/27/2023



Anyway…what will be the impact on dealers?
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The impact of EVs on fixed operations

A. Why is this a potential problem?

B. What is the nature and size of the problem?

C. When will we have to deal with it?

D. How can we best deal with it?

E. What happens if we do not address it?
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PROFITS TODAY

Using Group 1’s 

Q1 2023 financial 

results, Service 

was 13% of 

revenue and 45% 

of gross profit, 

with an 

absorption rate 

of 110%.

Why is this a potential problem?
BECAUSE SERVICE DRIVES PROFITS TODAY ($) AND TOMORROW (LOYALTY)
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with an 

absorption rate 

of 110%.

Why is this a potential problem?
BECAUSE SERVICE DRIVES PROFITS TODAY ($) AND TOMORROW (LOYALTY)

PROFITS 

TOMORROW

Bain research 

(using Uplift and 

LMC data) show 

Net Promoter 

Scores (~ loyalty) 

more influenced by 

service than by 

sales, F&I, etc.  

NPS can translate 

into future revenue 

and profits.
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What is the nature and size of the problem?

EVs require less maintenance and repair than equivalent ICEs, due to fewer moving parts in the 

powertrain, and the absence of extensive powertrain-cooling and -lubrication systems.

MAINTENANCE (-40%)    REPAIR (-40% OR MORE)

Source: NREL (National Renewable Energy Laboratory): contact me for the full study

ESTIMATES VARY, BUT IN THE LONG RUN AN ALL-EV FLEET COULD REQUIRE UP TO 40% LESS SERVICE
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When will we have to deal with it? (long term)
URGENCY WILL VARY BY YOUR LOCATION, BUT ON AVERAGE YOU HAVE SOME TIME

USA light-duty fleet mid-year 2022:

 Total: 285 million

 EV (BEV+ PHEV): 1.5 million = 0.5% of the current fleet

 (HEV: 6.5 million = 2.2% of the current fleet) 

USA light-duty fleet 2030:

 Total: 300 million

 EV share by S&P EV 2030 sales forecast scenarios:

 Conservative @ 20% 17 mm UIO, or 5.7% 

 Mid-range @ 34% 25 mm UIO, or 8.3%

 Aggressive @ 50% 37 mm UIO, or 12.3%

SOME REASONS FOR 

HASTE

1. This is your business to 

lose: high retention rates 

could erode

2. The independent after-

market is already 

moving

3. Action helps defuse the 

“only direct sellers care 

about the planet” 

slander

4. EVs will be a higher 

percentage of newer 

cars, on which dealers 

thrive
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When will we have to deal with it? (short term)
INTRIGUINGLY, SOME DATA SHOW NO DECLINE SO FAR IN SERVICE FOR EV vs. ICE – AND IT IS NOT JUST WARRANTY

Source: WarrCloud, dealer group X, Cox Automotive, Mitchell, Group 1
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How can we best deal with it?
ADVICE FROM SCANDINAVIAN DEALER MöLLER BIL, WHOSE NORWEGIAN SALES ARE >85% BEV.

“We are living today your future.”

• Sell tire contracts: EV tires last 20% less than ICE tires and cost 200-400 € more per set.

• Consider collision repair: EVs cost 25% more on average than ICE to fix.  [ source: CCC ]

• Aggressively sell the expertise gap between dealer and independents (e.g., voltages).

• Expand F&I (especially I) offers: EV buyers are concerned to protect their investment.

• It is time to move into service for older cars than you are usually comfortable with.

• Get started on equipment acquisition and technician training, of course.
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About Norway….
IT TAKES A LONG TIME FOR THE FLEET TO CONVERT, EVEN HERE
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What happens if we do not address it?
THE INDEPENDENT AFTERMARKET (WHICH ALREADY HAS A 70% SHARE OF SERVICE) IS NOW TARGETING EVs.
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  Comments on: Agency
  
  



CC1: Channel Change

• Yesterday: mostly a non-issue 

– Incumbent OEMs: almost entirely dealer-enabled

– New entrant Tesla: NO! direct-to-customer (DTC) 

• Today: 

– USA stable, globally OEMs try a third way, usually described as agency 

– Cited motives: to lower cost, to set prices, to connect to customers

• Tomorrow: implementation of hybrid/agency and DTC varies greatly

– Varies by brand, market segment, country, etc.

– Volume cars are sold, ∴ dealers; premium cars bought, ∴ h/a or DTC

– Great and greatly varying regulatory and legal complexity by country
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From the LAD Q4 2021 Earnings Call (edited for clarity, from audio transcript):

“Remember that franchise laws are state-by-state, so we believe any change is very slow. In Europe there 

is acceleration of agency, and we’ll see more about what those margins are as  we move into 2023, 2024.  

But right now it seems front-end  margins are between 6% and 10%. And some F&I is reduced under 

agency. But we know that one German OEM  moving to agency elsewhere said that it isn't really on the 

horizon in the USA because franchise laws don't allow for it. 

But in any case we believe that we can be the best partner for any OEM should it choose this path or that.  

I would say in 2035, there's a chance that 5%-10% of our volume is via agency.  And if we get 6-10%, that 

was higher than what we made pre-covid. And a lot of our SG&A cost is for negotiations. And our interest 

cost of carrying cars is massive.  So, if we did shift to agency, it might be to a high-margin / low-SG&A 

model rather than a low-margin / high-SG&A model. 

I think we all hear this idea that the dealers are going to be disintermediated. I don't think most 

manufacturers think that way. If you think this is the start of DTC or this is the start of a total new channel, 

I don't believe that that's where it's at.  … I think manufacturers have large challenges to be able to 

compete with new entrants like Tesla, that they have plenty to do rather than worry about [ dealers ] And it 

takes the [ OEM/ dealer ] partnership to be able to create competitive advantages over those DTC OEMs 

that do have some advantage today.  And so, we definitely look at them as friends.”

Two US views, from DeBoer and Penske
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Some thoughts on distribution channels
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• Across channel types (dealer/hybrid/DTC), average inherent cost/car is similar  

• Cost/car varies more within a channel than the average varies across channels

• Cost variations are due mostly to conflating channels and OEM strategies:

– Choices made upstream of the channel: e.g., limited product lines, build-to-order production, high or low advertising spend -- all 
are choices that can be made for any channel

– Choices made in channel design: e.g., size of store, service level (thus staffing), physical store specifications – all are choices 
not inherent in the selection of channel

• The full picture must include not just costs incurred, but value generated, e.g.:

– A mass-market push OEM will likely prefer the dealer channel, as dealers have more tools and motivations to “get the car sold” 
than do centralized systems

– A premium pull OEM may prefer DTC for direct contact with customers

– A new entrant to a market may prefer to use dealers, for superior local knowledge, and speed.

• Past OEM efforts in agency and DTC haven’t worked out well.  What’s different now?

– Expectations are that advanced IT will compensate for human skill gaps

– “All I have to do to become an agent is forget everything I know.  All the OEM has to do is learn everything I once knew.”

• Agency is by no means “all bad” for dealers: the devil is in the details.

• OEM control slowly but steadily increases for the average small dealer, regardless of channel



  Comments on: Digitization                     

  (excuse me, digitisation!)



Thoughts on digitization in the USA
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• The DMS duopoly persists. Market shares shift, but the two remain jointly 

dominant. There are consequences for the rate of innovation, and cost. The 

long-awaited arrival of a “white knight” has been repeatedly put off (until 

recently?).  Could be a result of market structure, or of relatively high 

complexity of automotive retail (no Shopify here…)

• Vendor market is very active but dominated by many, many me-too 

products (often looking as much to get bought as to grow sales).

• Dealers have an average of 20-40 IT vendors per store group.  Their 

pursuit of the “next shiny thing” must end.

• The promise of a full online transaction (with driveway delivery) has been 

often promised, but never really delivered. Is the issue demand (consumers 

want offline transactions? If so, why?) or supply (no one has truly cracked the 

incredibly complex code yet)?  Amazon/Hyundai may provide a way forward

NB: VENDORS (E.G. AUTOTRADER) AND CONSULTANTS (E.G. OCC) HAVE GREATER DEPTH HERE THAN I DO!  



Personal take on Hyundai/Amazon
• Amazon’s getting into car sales has been speculated on for years 

(e.g., Banks Report 8/28/2016), but to date, no real movement has 
been seen.  Too much work and risk for too little return?

• My take on Hyundai/Amazon:

– Early days, wait and see.  And talk to a dealer for the real story.

– Many open issues (e.g., trade-in, F&I, dealer/dealer trades, test drives…)

– Likely effectively “one price” (Amazon caps upside, Hyundai downside?), but 
internet has been narrowing price bands for years anyway

– Net, just another way for dealers to reach customers? (See Costco, Ford AXZ, 
Credit Unions, AutoTrader, eBayMotors….)

– Potential bonus: erodes the argument of “DTC superior to dealers” by giving 
dealers what seems to customers to be a Amazon-enabled DTC experience.
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Worried about Amazon itself selling cars?
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“Sell cars?  Why would Amazon get into 

such a low margin business?!”  

(AMZN GM 17%, avg. dealer 13%, falling)



  Further out:
  - Connected car

  - AV

  - Subscriptions

  - Mobility Services



CC2: Connected Car
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• Yesterday: aka “telematics”

– Immature technology (connectivity limited, software unreliable)

– Tech firms seized all 3 major CC revenue streams: phone (calls/texts), 
music (streaming), navigation (maps)

– OEMs adamant this must not happen again 

• Today: connectivity ubiquitous, apps mature (e.g., Android Auto)

• Tomorrow: OEMs push CC features aggressively:

– Seeking enormous recurring revenues

– Hoping customers will pay - and OEMs will not compete all profits away

– Will OEMs fairly share CC revenue with dealers “on the front line”?



OEMs hope for billions, but will customers pay?
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OEMs hope for billions, but will customers pay?
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  Further out:
  - Connected car

  - AV

  - Subscriptions

  - Mobility Services



AV: Autonomous Vehicles 
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• Yesterday: Why own a car?

– In 2012, Sergey Brin, co-founder of Google, says: “You'll ride in robot cars 

within 5 years.”  (CNET)

• Today: Waymo works, but loses $; Tesla doesn’t work, but makes $

• Tomorrow: Slow but steady growth:

– High-functionality AV robotaxis gain ground vs. taxis, ridehail – at what cost?

– Medium-functionality AVs become options for (premium) personal ownership

– Low-functionality ADAS becomes ubiquitous for all



AV: Autonomous Vehicles 
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AV: Autonomous Vehicles 
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AV: Autonomous Vehicles 
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  Further out:
  - Connected car

  - AV

  - Subscriptions

  - Mobility Services



Next up: micromobility, subscriptions again?

• Micromobility ( vehicles < 1,000 pounds? ) emerges as an alternative 

to car use (bikes, ebikes, scooters, NEVs, etc.), waxes and wanes

• Subscriptions ( ownership < 1 year? ) emerges as an alternative to car 

ownership ( via dealers, OEMs, 3rd parties, etc.), mostly in Europe.  In 

the USA mostly stalled:

– Sticker shock (due in part to insurance practices) is a real problem.

– With average American household owning ~2.5 cars, ability to swap is not 

highly valued

– May make sense as a marketing tool (e.g., Porsche)
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  - Mobility Services



MS: Mobility Services (ridehail mostly) 

• Yesterday: Why own a car?

– “Uber CEO Kalanick says car ownership is becoming passé: ‘Millennials 

aren't buying cars anymore. They don't want to drive. They don't want to 

own cars. They don't want that inconvenience.’“ – 2017 (Newsweek)

• Today: Uber weekly trips < 0.5% of personal car trips (Uber, 2022)

• Tomorrow: Just one more transportation mobility service, like:

– Rental cars (Hertz was founded in 1918)

– Plane travel

– Mass transit

52

Zhang & Li meta-study
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  Not to mention…
  - Software-defined vehicle

  - AI AI AI

  - China



The software-defined vehicle

The concept of an SDV involves using software (S/W) to control and manage various vehicle functions.

Three main features of an SDV are:

1. Modular architecture: The vehicle's systems in effect can be “snapped” in and out, like Legos.

2. Over-the-air (OTA) updates: Software updates are delivered wirelessly.

3. Features enabled by software: the SDV adds feature via S/W (e.g. ADAS), less by hardware & retooling.

Three main benefits of using a SDV are:

1. Customization: SDVs are easily customized to specific customer needs, optimizing price, and at low cost

2. Improved customer value: SDVs can continuously optimize vehicle functions (e.g. improved ADAS 
algorithms)

3. Lower car cost: changes to the car are mostly by software changes, not hardware retooling

Source: generated by ChatGPT.  Heavily edited by a human.  Thanks, robot overlord!
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AI AI AI

1. Customer Service: AI-powered chatbots and virtual assistants can handle customer inquiries, 
provide information about vehicle features and pricing, schedule test drives, and even assist with 
the financing process. These AI tools can improve response times, provide 24/7 support, and 
enhance the overall customer experience.

2. Sales and Marketing: AI can analyze customer data to identify patterns and preferences, enabling 
dealerships to target potential buyers more effectively. AI can also assist in lead scoring and 
predictive analytics, helping sales teams prioritize leads with the highest likelihood of conversion.

3. Inventory Management: AI can optimize inventory by analyzing historical sales data, market 
trends, and customer preferences to forecast demand and recommend inventory levels for 
specific vehicle models. This can help dealerships reduce overstocking and understocking.

4. Predictive Maintenance: AI can be used to analyze vehicle data and predict when maintenance or 
repairs will be needed. This proactive approach can help dealerships offer maintenance services 
to customers at the right time, improving customer satisfaction and retention.

5. Autonomous Vehicles: As autonomous vehicles become more prevalent, AI will play a crucial role 
in managing and servicing these vehicles. Dealerships will need AI-powered diagnostic and 
maintenance tools to support the advanced technology in autonomous vehicles.
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China.  Not just as battery supplier…
The PRC as battery materials choke point is well-known

Source: Alliance Bernstein
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… but as car exporter
Domestic EV & ICE overcapacity is driving it to export
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It’s not like we weren’t warned!

In May 2015, China released the 10-year 'Made in China 2025' action plan to upgrade production 

in prioritized sectors by fostering Chinese brands ... The NEV (New Energy Vehicle, which includes 

BEV, PHEV, and FCEV) sector was one of 10 sectors identified by the central government where 

China aims to become a dominant global player. 

• Specifically, the government set targets for sales of 1 mm NEVs by 2020 (70% from domestic 

firms) and 3 mm by 2025 (80% from domestic firms). 

• Domestic models were to be in the top 10 by 2020 and domestic OEMs in the top 10 NEV 

producers by 2025. 

• These were very ambitious targets for a new car type with an alternative source of propulsion, as 

sales of NEVs were only 50,000 in 2014. [ NEV sales in China in 2020: 1.4 mm ] 

• The plan identified low emissions (high fuel efficiency and electrification), digitization, connectivity, 

and autonomous driving as the most feasible ways to meet these goals.

Source: ‘Made in China 2025': the development of a new energy vehicle industry in China," by G. Yeung, 2018
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What is the Chinese EV advantage?  Cost.

Example: BYD Seal vs. VW ID.3

The Seal is comparable to the VW, but costs $11,000 less to make.

The $11K breakdown: $3K powertrain, $4K components, $2K DDA, and $2K labor

Drivers of the lower Chinese costs:

• Global designs built UP from simple Chinese specs, not DOWN from global specs

• Leveraging the low-cost China supply base

• High level of component integration

• Low part complexity (via simple designs) save, directly, part costs and, indirectly, 

material costs (due to typically lighter weight)

• Non-key parts are bought "off the shelf," key parts made in vertically integrated 

manufacturing plants

Source: A2MAC1, via UBS
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And they may change the basis of competition: BYD

Source: Bernstein, 1/22/2024



Summary

• The issue: how fast do we regress to the (pre-pandemic) mean?

• EV: - evolving from buying to selling; + aftersales less worrisome than we feared

• Agency: + only “stealth” agency likely in the US; - OEM control grows anyway

• Digitisation: - spending remains high, results remain underwhelming?

• Connected car: + tech works; - but does the business?; - and will dealers be cut out?

• AVs: + no robotaxi Carmageddon; + personal AV upside?

• Micromobility, subscriptions: minimal impact in the USA… for now

• Mobility services: + “Uber everywhere” Carmageddon

• SDV and AI: Vast Potential, but we’ve seen Vast Potentials evaporate before

• China: in the US, a political rather than economic issue
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